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All exchanges.
 Best trading tools. 
 One crypto app

Grow your portfolio with the best crypto trading app on the market





Launch App 
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iOS App
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Android App
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Android APK
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Android APK 
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Web app
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Take Your Trading To the Next Level With GoodCrypto
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Advanced Trading Terminal

A single trading interface for 27 Spot and 9 Futures exchanges, featuring charting tools and technical indicators, Trailing orders, Stop Loss + Take Profit combos, conditional orders that won't freeze your balance, TradingView webhooks, order execution alerts, and much more
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Crypto Portfolio Tracker

Track your entire crypto portfolio in real time. Connect all your blockchains wallets and exchange accounts. Automatically import your portfolio history. Schedule portfolio summaries and receive incoming transaction alerts
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Automated Trading Strategies

Find profit opportunities with our crypto Trading Bots regardless of market conditions. Our DCA, Grid, and Infinity Trailing bots work on all Spot and Futures exchanges that we support. Our trading algorithms offer advanced features yet are the most user-friendly and cost-effective on the cryptocurrency market
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Crypto Signals and Alerts

Set custom alerts on prices, volumes, or technical indicators. Stay on top of sudden market moves with intelligent auto alerts. Receive a notification whenever a Buy or Sell Technical Analysis Signal appears for the chosen coin. Trigger any order or trading bot with a webhook
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Integrated With All Your Favorite Crypto Exchanges 
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How to Get Started? 
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Create GoodCrypto account
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Connect your exchanges with API keys
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Enjoy trading on desktop or mobile














Security is the cornerstone of our system’s design
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API keys are encrypted the moment you add them to GoodCrypto.
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Regular external security audits and cooperation with white-hat hackers
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User data is encrypted and depersonalized. Account activity is continuously monitored
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All connections are encrypted. All backend services are encrypted and firewalled















Learn more about GoodCrypto Security 








Backed by the Best
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Join GoodCrypto Affiliate Program

Take advantage of our lucrative referral program. Introduce GoodCrypto's state-of-the-art crypto trading capabilities to your friends and get up to 50% of their subscription fee as well as additional rewards based on their  trading volume





Get Referral Link 














Let Our Users Speak For Us











 


 


 


 


 




Very handy app for trading on the go. Features a number of unique algorithmic order styles and long, short and neutral grid bots. The developer listens to the feature requests of the community and will take many suggestions on board.






Lee Rees
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Truly blown away! Having visibility across exchanges is great, but finally having a truly well designed mobile app is huge. The apps from the exchanges are... not great. Like me, they prob assumed that mobile devs would eventually make use of the APIs and do a better job. And finally they did! Easiest navigation I've found without sacrificing any functionality. Super clean, snappy, lots of unique features, well done! 






Justin Motz
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Best crypto trading app ever

I like day trading in good crypto because you get all the great features in there. In the beginning I didn’t understand how to use it but overtime as I use it I start to get it now all I have to do is play with it, the more I play with it the more I get to know how to use it better. 






First 21
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Great!

This is the ONLY multi exchange trading platform that supports iPad. I like to trade on the move and not be stuck at my desk, and this is the only app that allows me to do that without having to log into exchange browser or phone app.







philkachu
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Just What I Needed

Many exchanges do not have advanced features such as trailing stop losses, take profits, trailing take profits and this app gives you that for many exchanges.







C713A
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Very good. Use it often. No issues.
Love the app. I was able to combine all my exchange accounts and now i can see everything in 1 dashboard. You can even trade directly from the app!!!! Amazing!
Love the product.






lb505
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Best crypto trading app out ! Hands down ! You can trade on ANY EXCHANGE all from this 1 app, instead of downloading multiple apps like Gemini, Coinbase, Kraken, etc. Not only that, the charts are directly from trading view, you can keep track of your entire portfolio from all the apps in this 1 app, it has more coins than anyone else, OVER 8,000! And you can see multiple trades your in on 1 screen. LOVE IT !! I have not had to use customer service yet so idk on that, but definitely A MUST HAVE!






Zachary Marron
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A very useful app when bouncing between exchanges to get the best price for an asset. The interface is not overly complicated, yet has the right amount of necessary functions for setting specialized trade parameters. Orders are executed with lightning speed. Just another thought...with this app I have freed up phone space by removing all other native exchange apps. Say no to unnecessary phone clutter, say yes to Good Crypto.






Itchy Cornhole
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Awesome app. A one stop app for all your needs in crypto trading. Keep up with your portfollio across the exchanges . Set price alerts, stop losses, take profits and trailing. The only things I can't find in the app is coin info research and news feeds. All in all a great app. And pro is the way to go. And the price is right. Keep up the good work and looking forward to new updates. Dan






Daniel Dillard
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The developer is constantly working to make the app better. Even as is the features are profoundly better then most exchanges. Seeing all your funds in one place is a huge help. Join the telegram if you need to ask any questions Or if you would like to opt for new features. Not seen anyone work so hard on an app before and actually listen to the customers. ***Would like to see multi coin wallets introduced at some point and im sure they will be. 5***** all the way KEEP IT UP!!!






Daniel S
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Get the App. Get Started

Keep your portfolio in your pocket. Take advantage of market opportunities with our advanced orders and automated trading strategies. Keep up with the market with our smart alerts.





Try for Free 
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Android APK
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